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MS Angela Shrubsall
42 Stirgess AVE
Curl Curl NSW 2096
angela@lelo.com.au
RE: DA2019/1119 - 4 / 0 Bennett Street CURL CURL NSW 2096
I strongly object to this Development Application.
I have lived in Stirgess Avenue for 25 yrs, the changes in this small quiet street and
surrounding areas have been enormous, all mainly for the good of sport which I
support. Curl Curl is now the hub of many sporting codes.
With the growth of sporting clubs other problems have risen.
Traffic and parking are now a major problem. These tiny narrow streets just cannot
cope. Many times I cannot leave my home as my drive is blocked,
I call the rangers but no one turns up. Sometimes it is impossible to go up Bennett st
at all. Trying to turn right out of Bennett st into Harbord rd is already an accident
waiting to Happen.
Of course with more traffic more sport ect comes the added noise.
The scout hall now lets out the hall at weekends for parties. The constant whistle
blowing late at night from the six aside football, the regular night functions from the
Bowling club ect ect. All of which are endured.
But enough is enough the insanity of putting a market in a residential area
Is beyond reason. There are plenty of commercial areas in Brookvale to accomodate
a market, not squeezed into an area where the vendors cars trucks and trailers will
take up most of the parking.
There is no shortage of markets.
Frenches Forest market is now at Pittwater rsl every Sunday
Warriewood farmers market every Friday
Manly markets every Saturday and Sunday
Manly farmers market every Sunday
Manly school market every third Saturday of the month
Narrabeen markets every third Saturday of the month
Manly west organic market every Saturday
Coming soon Balgowlah RSL markets
Aussie Night markets Mona Vale
Mona Vale Christmas market
Avalon Christmas market
Harris Farm Markets every day
Clearly there is no shortage of Markets.
Certainly no need to destroy this small community.
This has been very stressful for my self my family and many other residents.
Safety is a key issue, a lot of children live and participate in sport in this area, the
added traffic, crowds ect will impact on their safety.

Children using Bowling club facilities will need to walk past, smokers areas,
Gambling, and drinking (not something that needs to be promoted)
I also object to submissions being accepted from people who do not live or pay rates
in the surrounding area, this is absurd.
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